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PAPER TITLE FOR THE PAKISTAN JOURNAL OF URBAN AFFAIRS
(The paper title should be typed in capital letters for each word of the sentence as demonstrated
above.)

A.B. Author* and C.D. Author**

*Author’s Affiliation, e.g. School of Environmental Engineering, University College Dublin, Ireland.
**Author’s Affiliation, e.g. School of Civil Engineering, McGill University, Canada.

Author is a lecturer at the School of Urbanization. His / Her current research focuses
on the changing politics of the working poor. This is sample.
……………………………………..(please write a brief introduction (Font New
Times Roman, Size 12, Italics) of the primary author here i.e. what he has/ she
has done, where he/she is working and what are his/her research interests)
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This MS Word template provides guidelines
for the preparation of a manuscript for
publication in the Pakistan Journal of Urban
Affairs. To ensure the uniform style
throughout the journal, authors are advised to
prepare the paper strictly according to the
instructions below.
Abstract
An abstract of not more than 150 words and not
less than 100 words should be included at the
beginning of the paper. Use Time New Roman
Font and 12 Font size being Italicized.
Keywords: Up to 8 key words should be listed in
alphabetical order for use in retrieval systems.
Format
Your paper should be submitted on A4 (210 mm x
297 mm) page and typed in two tier single-column
format as shown in this manuscript template. The
text must fit exactly into the typed area. Formats
for Equations, Tables, and References are also
presented. Page numbers must be inserted on
every page. Paper, including illustration, tables,
and references, must not exceed approximately
5000 words in length. Short papers (between 1500
and 2500 words) are also encouraged. Authors
must give a word count at the end of the paper.
Details of the Styles used in this template are
given in Table 1.
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Third Order Headings
Third Order headings should be typed with the
first character of every word capitalised (Style:
Heading 3). These headings should not be
numbered.
Figures and Tables
Place the all figures and tables on separate pages
at the end of the file. Number them consecutively,
making no distinction between diagrams and
photographs. Figure caption should be placed
immediately below the Figure. Type Figure
caption as follows: Figure 1: Caption (Style:
Figure Heading). Example of a Figure is shown
below. Figures should have complete description
of matter/context which they aim to highlight;
thus having proper units, titles, and legend. In case
of maps, scale units and directional arrows i.e.
North direction should be mentioned on it. It is
preferred that figures and/or photographs are
coloured.
Place tables as mentioned preferably in one
column (See Table 1 for table and paper format
reference also). Table caption (Style: Table
Heading) should be placed immediately above the
table, and type as follows: Table 1: As shown
below

Headings
First Order Headings
Each word of the main headings should be typed,
bold faced, and not numbered (Style: Heading 1).
Second Order Headings
Second order headings should be typed with the
first character of every word capitalised, Italics
faced, and it should not be numbered (Style:
Heading 2).
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Figure 1: Economy of Pakistan (Source Details)
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where, V is the cutting speed and T is the tool life.

Equations
Enter equations using MS Equation editor and
number the equations consequently (Style:
Equation). After entering the equation, press tab
and enter the equation number within parentheses.
Refer to equations by this number in the text.
Equation (1) below is shown as an example.
Taylor’s tool life model is,
VT n

C

The model constants n and C depend on the tool
and work material pair.
Citation
Citation of the references should be made within
circular brackets for example, (Author Last Name,
Year).

(1)
Table 1: Style and Font Size
(Source Details)
Style

Font Size

Usage

Paper Title

Times New Roman, Bold face, 18 Title of the Paper
point, Capitalized Each Word, Centred

Author

Times New Roman, Bold & Italics 15 Author Name
point, Centred

Affiliation & Body Text Times New Roman, 12 point

Author affiliation

Heading 1

Times New Roman, Bold face, 12 First Order Heading
point, Capitalized Each Word, Left.

Heading 2

Times New Roman, Italics, 12 point, Second Order Heading
Capitalized Each Word, Left.

Heading 3

Times New Roman, Italics, Underlined, Third Order Heading
12 point, Capitalized Each Word, Left.

Table Heading

Times New Roman, 12 point, Table Heading
Capitalized Each Word, Centred

Table Source

Times New Roman, 10 point, Left Sources
bottom of Table

Table Text Numbers

Times New Roman, 12 point, Justified

Body Text

Equation

12 point, Centred

Equation

Body Text

Times New Roman, 12 point, Justified

Body Text
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